The S&P,
The Terrorist Organization on Wall Street?
On August 5, 2011, the greatest act of terrorism ever to occur
in America history happened. The S&P terrorist organization on
Wall Street lowered the credit rating of America from AAA to AA.
This shall always be known as our ‘Second Day of Infamy’. This
selfish, brazen and cowardly act will certainly have worldwide
negative consequences. The S&P terrorists on Wall Street planned
and picked their targets well. All the people of America are its
victims. They executed their attack with precision.
Since airliners were blown up in Middle Eastern deserts in the
seventies, the faces of terrorism and its destructive weaponry
have changed drastically. Those days of individuals being
dressed in fatigues with Kalashnikovs rifles (AK 47) and holding
hundreds of people on planes demanding release of comrades have
long gone. Today, The S&P terrorists on Wall Street are far more
sophisticated and are dressed in pin stripped suits, wear ox
blooded shoes and drive expensive automobiles. Their weapons of
mass destructions are far more deadly than weapons of nuclear or
chemical compositions. These terrorists are armed with an
arsenal of calculators, pens, keyboards and credit rating
charts. The destructive power of lowering America’s credit on
our society will last for generations.
This senseless act of terrorism could cause an evaporation of
35% of markets stock values, pension plans and real estate
appraisals.
They simply, for political payback and selfishness, just lowered
the credit score of the most powerful nation in the history of
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the world, America. It could bring our powerful
financial knees with havoc. It’s like they want
into a depression. The cost of this attack will
greater than the war on terrorism launched on
2001. We all will suffer and pay for it.
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The S&P terrorists started terrorizing our nation and the world
late March of this year. I heard on a news cast today that they
are now saying that the credit rating could get even lower. With
all the hoops the President and Congress went through on raising
the debt, I really did not think America’s rating would be
lowered. The fears were started by The S&P terrorists on Wall
Street. Did they plan all along to lower America’s credit
rating? Are they bean counters or mean spirited politicians?
Can their hatred of President Obama be that great that they
would sink the whole country?
The S&P on Wall Street are a financial terrorist’s organization.
They are more reckless than the leadership in North Korea. When
they lowered the credit rating of Uncle Sam, the coming
financial havoc and panic will be felt worldwide for generations
to come. I am more afraid of S&P than I am of Al-Qaeda. You can
hide from the remnants of Al-Qaeda, but not from the high
financial costs of S&P terrorists on Wall Street. You see every
time I spend my hard earned dollars, buy a car, and get a
mortgage I will be a victim of these terrorists on Wall Street
because of higher interests and other costs being passed along
to consumers.
The S&P terrorists on Wall Street, the bean counters wearing
diamond laced rings and watches, don’t have to worry about
Special Operations Forces attacking their Wall Street compounds
in the middle of the night. They don’t have to worry about
predator drone aircrafts firing missiles from the sky as they
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gather or travel back and forth to the bank. As a matter of
fact, none of its members will ever be added to any terrorist
watch list. They have complete impunity to continue terrorizing
Americans and the world’s financial systems with their flawed
credit rating system.
Those actions of the S&P Wall Street terrorists are very
unpatriotic acts and were completely without any merits or sound
financial reasoning. The threats and subsequent lower of
America’s credit, I believe, were political designed to thwart
pending congressional investigations of questionable conduct
leading to the crash of 2008. The S&P terrorists on Wall Street
could also be facing billions of dollars of lawsuits from misled
investors. The S&P terrorists on Wall Street, and their other
flawed rating company comrades, were called the greatest single
factor in the crash of 2008.
Who credits and regulates this terrorist organization or other
credit rating organizations? Do they just dream up their credit
rating stats and ratings? Who review their books and graphs? Who
certifies the terrorists working over there?
The individual consumer credit reports of the top 20% of the
management, of this terrorist organization, should be published
on the internet. That should be the law.
Just how do they
manage this credit? What are their credit ratings scores? If the
combined scores average is less than 750, then have no dam
business rating anyone else’s credit, especially not the
government.
Well if the financial industry cartel needed a reason to raise
interest rates they just got an early Christmas gift. Remember,
the members of this cartel are sitting on $Billions of dollars
of hard cold cash, a lot of it is stimulus dollars.
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When I was going up, I thought the most powerful individual in
the world was a United States Federal District Judge. I now must
change my obviously false belief. That title should go to the
leader of the S&P terrorist organization on Wall Street.
The citizens of this country freely elected the President and
members of Congress to handle our affairs, not terrorists
dressed in pin stripped suits. The greatest country in the world
should not be held hostage by the S&P terrorists out to destroy
America.
I predict by February 17, 2012 this S&P terrorist organization
will be bankrupt and out of business. They have lost the two
grains of respect and legitimacy they so undeserving had for
decades.

Al Mccray
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